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laaish Literatures ønd Cultures

Contiguity, once we start investigating its dynamics, will emerge as
not altogether arbitrary or accidental series of contacts and semi-contacts
caused by a general, vague relatedness. While it will never exhibit the neat
order, or causal-temporal linearity, of unity and continuity, it might reveal
some rules of its own that will be subtle and perhaps not uniformly
applied, but therefore more intriguing and certainly in need of further
research. It is my contention that a new theory of Jewish literature, if it eve¡
takes off, would focus among other things on the ways-sometimes underground and secret ways-of literary contiguity, its high tides and low ebbs,
its attractions and repulsions, its centripetal and centrifugal energies. We
may discover that what was unconvincingly explained in terms of continuity-such as the stylistic resemblances Bialik detected between Ramhal's
poetry and his own, or the moments that Gershom Scholem highlighted
of cultural and literary overlapping between the Jewish Enlightenment and
the legacy of Sabbatianism and Frankism-canbe better explained by contiguity. Cultural and literary histories consist of many dialogues, colored by
diverse tonalities, rather than of one continuous monological soliloquy
delivered by a unified national-cultural personality. Theories of history and
literature should also strive toward a dialogical rather than monological
status. Preliminary insights and differentiations pertaining to the nature
and workings of |ewish literary contiguity may be offered within the
f¡amework of such a dialogical exchange.

1

Beyond Influence
Toward a New Historiogrøphic Parødigm
MICHAEL L. SATLOW

writing the history of the Jews in antiquity used to be a much easier business. {rom the Hellenistic to the Roman periods, the story was one of religious and cultural conflict. Against the great colonial powers of seleucid
Syria, republican and then imperial Rome, and the "evil empire,, of the
christian East, Jews struggled to defend their ancestral faith from interfering outsiders and even those otherJews seduced by alien cultures. This

,ï
Greeks, Romans, and less oftårç Cf,tirtians.l Sometimes condensed into
the dichotomy "Judaism/Flellenism," this is a narrative of distinct cultures
in conversation and conflict. Even a standard textbook of |ewish history

from 1980 talks of the "confrontation" between Jewish and

Greei<

"civilizattons."2
Over the past twenty years, this narrative has begun to fray. In his
introductory booþ shaye Cohen discusses his discomfort with a mod.el
that opposes Palestinian (i.e., "pt)re") Judaism to Hellenistic Judaism, and
elsewhere he has argued that the very term of identity-Jewish,,-was
not stable through antiquity.3 Erich Gruen self-consciously rejects this
1. The standard collection of essays along these lines is Henry A.
Greco-Roman and Related TøImuilic Literaúøre (New York : Ktav, 1977) .
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3. seeshayeJ.D.coheru FromtheMaccnbeestotheMishnah(Lbrary of Earlychristian-
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model. Like Cohen, he believes that "[w]e can no longer contrast'Palestinian Judaism' as the unadulterated form of the ancestral faith with'Hellenistic judaism'as the Diaspora variety that diluted antique practices with
alien imports."a He calls for a new conception that recognizes that Jews
were part and parcel of the Hellenistic societies in which they lived: "The
|ewish intellectuals who sought to rewrite their past and redefine their traditions grew up in Diaspora or even Palestinian communities suffused
with Hellenism. For them it arøs their culture. Their ideas and concepts
expressed themselves quite naturally in Greek forms."s Seth Schwartz has
developed a nuanced narrative of Jewish interaction in antiquity that highlights imperial power rather than alien culture.6 Peter Schäfer, focusing on
one particular moment of similarity between Jewish and Christian understandings of Go4 tries to avoid using "influence" and the underlying
notion of opposing cultures as an explanatory model.T Yaron Eliav suggests a model that he calls "filtered absorption" or "controlled incorporation," a "quiet process of the absorption of outside cultural elements into
ancient Jewish society through revision and adaptation."s Daniel Boyarin
has demonstrated the fuzziness of boundaries even at the formative
moment of rabbinic Judaism and "Orthodox" Christianity.e
These authors are part of a wider trend in Jewish and non-Jewish historiography. This historiography has recognized the inherent weakness of
explanatory models that tum culture into static binary encounters, characterized by "conflict" "resistance," "influence," "assimilatiorv" "acculturatiory" or "appropriation." It sees even the peoples whose history is told

ity 7; Philadelphia: Westninster, 1987),3445 þut

see 43: "For most Jews the ideal solution
was to create a synthesis between Judaism and Hellenism"); idem, The Begínnings of lewíshness: Boundaries, Varieties, Uncertainties (Hellenistic Culture and Society 31; Berkeley: University of Califomia Press, 1999), esp. 69-106 and 140-74.
4. Eric Gruen, "Hellenistic Judaisrn," in Cultures of the laos: A New History (ed. David
Biale; New York: Schocken,2002), 80. But see, for a partial defense of these categorieg Daniel
Schwartz, "From Maccabees to Masada: On Diasporan Historiography of the Second Temple
Period," in lüilische Geschichte in hellmßtísch-römíscher Z,eit: Wege dcr Forschung: Vom alten zum
neuet Schürer (ed. Aharon Oppenheimer; Munidr: R. Oldenbourg 1999),2940.
5. Gruen, "Hellenistic fudaism," 94 (original emphasis).
6. Seth Schwartz, Imperialism and laoßh Society, 200 B.C.E. to 640 C.E. (Jews, Christians,
and Muslims from the Ancient to the Modem World; Princeton, NJ: Princeton University
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as themselves de-essentialized "imagined communities" continuously
forming and reforming their collective identity.lo
In his preface to Cultures of the Jews: A New History, David Biale
attempts to apply these modem historiographical trends to Jewish history.
Discussing an omate fifteenth-century Jewish Italian caskeÇ Biale writes:
How should we label such adoption of non-|ewish culture? Does it suggest "assimilation" or, to use a less loaded term, "acculturation"? The Italianfewish culture that produced our casket has frequently been described
as one of the most assimilated or acculturated in all of pre-modern ]ewish history. But perhaps the contemporary model of assimilation is mis-

leading when applied to the |ews of Renaissance Italy. Here was a
traditional community intent on drawing boundaries between itself and
its Ch¡istian neighbors but also able to adopt and adapt motifs from the
surrounding culture for its own purposes. Indeed, the ]ews should not be
seen as outsiders who borrowed from Italian culture but rather as full participants in the shaping of that culture, albeit with their own concems and
mores. The Jews were not so much "influenced" by the Italians as they
were one organ in a large cultural organism, a subculture that established
. its identity in a complex process of adaptation and resistance. . . .
[W]e
may find it more productive to use this organic model of culture than to
chase after who influenced whom.rr

Historians of the Jews have certainly not been unaware of these "organic"
models; in his essay in Cultures of the lews on Jewish culture in Poland and
in a more prograrnmatic essay, Moshe Rosman explicitly discards "influence" and "borrowing" as analytically useful terms.l2 Indeed, I suspect that
Biale is here articulating the consensus of historians of early modern and
modern Jews.r3
The goal of this essay is to articulate and programmatically draw out
the implications of this approach for the study of ancient Jews and Judaism.
Building on the work of the scholars mentioned above, I will argue for a
historiographical model that avoids the traditional dichotomy between
'Jewish" and "alien" cultures and the language that this traditional model
10. See Benedict R. Andersorç Imagined Communities: Reflections on the Origín and Spread
of Nationalism (rev. ed.; London: Verso, 1991).
11. David Biale, "Preface: Toward a Cultu¡al History of the Jews," in Biale, Cultures of

Press, 200L).

the lews, xr;-.

7- Peter Sdräfec Mirror of His Beauty: Femínine Images of God from the Bíble to the EørIy
Kabbabh (Princetory NJ: Princeton University Press, 2002), t't¡, 229-35.

12. Moshe Rosman, "Innovative Tradition: Jewish Culture in the polish-Lithuanian
Commonwealtl¡" in Biale, Cultures of the laas,52T30. Cf. Moshe Rosman, ,A prolegomenon
to the Study of Jewish Cultural History" laúsh Stuilíes: An Internet lournal I (2002),

8. Yaron Z. Eliav, "The Roman Bath as a Jewish Institution: Another Look at the
Encounter Between |udaism and the Greco-Roman Culhrre," ISI 3l (20ffi): a16-54, quotation
from 426 and 454; see also idem, "Viewing the Sculptural Environment Shaping the Second
Commandment," inTheTalmudYerushalmi nnd Graeco-Roman Culture (ed.Peter Sdräfer;3 vols.;
Texts and Studies in Ancient Judaism 93; Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2002), 3:411-33.
9. Daniel Boyarin, 'Justin Martyr Invents Judaism," Church History 70 (2001): 427-61..

http://www.biu . ac.íllJS llS\ / 1-2002/Rosman.doc.
13. See David N. Myers, Resrsfing History: Hístoicism and lts Discontents ín German-lewish
Tloulf [ews, chistians, and Muslims from the Ancient to the Modem world; princeton, NJ:
Princeton university Press, 2003), 162-f,8. For a survey of some of this literah¡re, see Moshe
Rosman's essay in this volume.
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most often uses to describe the relationship between them. Instead, I argue
for an approach that recognizes Jews as subjective agents fully embedded
within their cultural environments. There a¡e four primary draracteristics
to this approach: (1) it focuses on people and their agency rather than on
abstractions; (2) it recognizes the fluid nature of identity and identity formation; (3) it assumes similarities and seeks to explain difference; (a) and
it explicitly justifies the linking of different types of data, such as using
archaeology to interpret texts and vice versa.

Focus on People, Not Abstractions
One of the reasons that scholars of Jews in antiquity have been slow to
abandon a historiographical model of static encounters between easily
defined cultures has been that this model has such a long and venerable
history that any departure from it-no matter how intellectually justifiedseems radical. For this reason, it is important to trace, however briefly and
insufficiently, the theological roots and assumptions of the model itself.
As told by the Bible, the history of Israel is a history of cultural struggle; the biblical etymology of "Israel," in fact, links its meaning to "struggle" (Gen 32.,29). Legal, narrative, and historiographical sections of the
Hebrew Bible all reinforce the notion that Israel is a "people apart," a group
that has a particular essence marked by its relationship with and mode of
devotion to its God. Legal sections of the Pentateucþ for example, construct a sexually promiscuous Canaanite Other, against whidr lsrael's
proper behavior is defined.ra The Israelite origin narrativeq from Abraham
through Moses, are preoccupied with the theme of self-definition and identity formation.ls In these stories, culfures emerge as sealed and unchanging
with an "essence" opposed to that of Israel.r6 The reality, as we now know,
was far more complex, but no careful reader of the Bible can fail to be
impressed by Israel's continuous struggle to retain its cultural distinctiveness amidst extemal and intemal threats.
This biblical model was certainly influential on the |ewish author or
epitomizer of 2 Maccabees, writing in the late second century ¡.c.r.17 Yet
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this author shifu the focus from a people, Israel, to their culture, "Iudaism.,,
2 Maccabees uses the new term Judaism" to denote a distinctive culture

locked in eternal and mortal combat with "Hellenism."rs This text thus
sharpens the biblical conflict model: "Judaism" and "Hellenism" become
opposites in a way that "Israelite" and "Moabite" never are.
To the extent that the rabbis had any historiographical model, they too
understood their culture to be one locked in essential combat with that of
the Greeks.le For the rabbis, the opposite of. "Jew" is "Greek."2o The opposite of the religion of Israel is aoodah zarah, the strange worship exemplified
by, although not limited to, the Greeks. For many rabbis, "Greek wisdom"
is opposed to Jewish wisdom, and according to some rabbis is to be
avoided completely.2r
This traditional understanding of the relationship between Jewish,,
and "non-Jewish culture," no\M preserved in biblical and rabbinic texts and
reinforced by their study, parallels a strong Christian historiographical

Early Use ønil Interpretatíon of the Bible in Light of the Dead Sea Scrolls (ed. Michael E.
storie and Esther G. Chazon; studies on the Texts ãf the Desert of Judah 2g; Lelden: B¡ll,

spectiz.tes:

t998),22T32.

18. For the term 'Judaism,"

see 2

Macc 2:21; 8:l; 14:38. For ,,Hellenism,,,

4:13yehoshua
Amiç "The Term Ioudaismos (Ioudaismos): A Study in Jewish-Hellenistic Self-Identification,,.
15,

see 2 Macc

which describes the "acrne of Hellenism" in Jerusalem. on these terms,

see

university Press, 1990), 204-23; idem, "Ioudaios;'Judaean'and Jery' in susanna, First Maccabees, and Second Macabees," in Geschichte&aditíon-R4lexíon: Festschrifi
fíir Martín Hengel
zum 70 Geburtsúag (ed. Peter schäfer et al.; 3 vols.; Tübingen: Mohr siebeck, lc)g6),7:zl7-;1o,
esp. 215-20. Coher¡ against Arnir, prefers Jewishness" to Judaism as a translation ot iouilaismos. See also Gabriele Boccaccini's article in this volume.
L9. on the lack of rabbinic historiography, see yosef Hayim yerushalmi, 7_,atchor:
Jaoish
Hístory and lettish Memory (seattle: university of washington press, 19g2), 1ê26. For a more
nuanced position on the ways that the rabbis were sensitive to history see Isaiah M. Gafni,
"concepts of Periodization and causality in Talmudic Literature, " lewiin uistory 70 (1996):2738.

14. See most vividly Lev 18:14, 2Ç30. On the charge of cultic prostitution as a rhetoric
of "othering" see Robert A. Oderç Jr., The Bible without Theology: The Theologícal Trailition ønd
Alternatioes fo lú (San Francisco: Harper & Row, 1987),131-53.
15. This preoccupation canbe embedded quite subtly. See Robert L. Cohn, "Before Israel:
The Canaanites as Other in Biblical Tradition," inThe Othzr in lewßh Thought and History: Constructions of laoish Culture anil Idmtity (ed. Laurence f. Silberstein and Robert L. Cohn; New
Perspectives on Jewish Studies; New York: New York University Press, t994),24-f;0.
16. See Ronald S. Hendel, "Israel among the Nations: Biblical Culture in the Ancient
Near East" in Biale, Cultures of the lews, 43J5, esp. tt3-46.
17. See Daniel R. Schwartz, "On Something Biblical about 2 Maccabees," in Biblical Per-

riographical categories," ín Paul Beyond the ludaismlHellenism Diztide (ed. Troels EngbergPedersen; Louisville: Westminster John Knox , ZOOI), ZZ-Z|.
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tradition that opposed Judaism to Christianity. Early Christians sought to
define themselves against the Jewish Other, constructing a category,
'Judaism," that at times only marginally if at all described the beliefs and
practices of real Jews.22 Even the eighteenth-centary philosophes, with their
uneasy relationship to Christianity, continued to maintain an essentialized
view of "þdaism" as Other.æ
Jewish and Christian theological and historiographical trends converged in the nineteenth century. New Testament scholars divided the
objects of their study into "Hellenism," "Judaism," and that odd hybrid,
"Hellenistic Judaism."2a Contemporary Jewish scholars found this division
congenial.æ By the middle of the twentieth century the categories of
1'Judaism" and "Hellenism" were so entrenched that nearly all sdrolars of
antiquity took them for granted, debating primariJy about the relationships
between them.26 The category "Hellenistic Judaism" grew in the middle
space to represent a phenomenon thought to be half-way from Judaism to
Christianity.2T

22. See Judith Líeq lmage and Reality: The lews in the World of the Christians in the Second
Century (Edinburgh: T&T clark" 1996). For a particularly stunning example of the aporia
between the heuristic construction of Judaism and its reality, see Jeremy Cotren, The Fridrs
and the lezos: The Ëtsolution of Medieoal Anti-luila¡sn (Ithaca NY Comell University Press, 1982).
23. See Arthur Hertzberç The Frmch Enlightenment anil the lews: The Origíns of Modern

Anti-Semîtísm (New York: Columbia Universþ Press, 1968), 280-86; Allen Arkusþ ,,Voltaire
on Judaism and Christianity," AIS Reuieu 18 (1993): 22343; Adam Surdiffe, ,,Can a Jew Be a
Philosophe? Isaac de Pinto, Voltaire, and Jewish Participation in the European Enlightenment," leußh Social Studies 6 (2000): 31-51.
24. see Dale Martin, "Paul and the JudaismlHellenism Didrotomy: Toward a social History of the Questioru" in Engberg-Pederæn, Paul Beyonil thz ludaismlHellenism Dioide,29-41.
See also the essay by Boccaccini in this volume.

25. see Maren R. Niehoff, 'AlexandrianJudaism in lgth century wíssenschaft iles ludenchristianity and Modemization," in oppenheimer, lüdische Geschichte in
hellenistisch-römischer Zeit,9-28; Ismar Sdrorsdl From Text to Context: The Turn to History in
Modent ludaísm (Tauber lnstitute for the study of European Jewry 19; Hanover, NH: Brandeis
University Press, 1994), esp. 266-302.
26. The essays in Fischel Essays ín Greco-Roman and Reløted Talmudíc Literature amply
attest to the attractiveness of "influence" as an explanatory concept. The trend continues
among many excellent modem scholars. cf. Martin GoodmarL 'Jews and Judaism in the secfums: Between

of
Univ
Limits
book

d

odman, Jeremy
.42. Exemplary
Hellenísmínthe

Now, as Biale suggests and Schäfer has recently argued, there are two
critical flaws with this historiographical model. The first is the reification
of culture implied by categories such as "Judaism" and "FIellenism."28
'þdaism" -as some kind of independenf unfolding tradition with its own
inexorable logic-is not tangible; it is an abstrac! second-order category.2e
For "insiders," ]ews who identify themselves as religious practitioners, it
is a functionally useful category that allows them to see a vast array of
diverse religious practices as part of the same tradition. In BenedictAnderson's felicitous phrase, it reinforces an "imagined community."3o Yet I am
becoming increasingly convinced that particularly for historians of the
Jews of antiquity, "Judaism" as an analytical category is more pernicious
than useful. Terms such as "Judaism" or "Jewish culture" immediately
imply a model of culture that separates "Jewish" from "non-Jewish,, culture. unless used with extensive qualifications, the terms obscure the ongoing messy negotiations that constitute culture. At the same time, they
obscure agency. Jews exist, not Judaism.3l Each fewish community enters
its own distinctive cultural negotiations with traditioru non-Jewg and other
Jews.32 It is perhaps more awkward but certainly more accurate to speak of
how fews wrestle with these issues, than how Judaism" or ,,Jewish culture" responds to "Hellenism," "Christianity" or "non-Jewish,, culture.
The second critical flaw with this model is the analytical terminorogy
used to describe the relationships between the categories. ,,Symcrefisñ,
used to be commonly used to label the borrowing and incorporation of elements from one "culture" into another; Hellenistic Judaism was thus seen
as a syncretistic phenomenorL combining "Jewish,, and ,,Hellenistic,,

28. See Alexander, "Hellenism and Hellenization.,,

approacheg Israel Jacob Yuval
Your Womb": Perceptíons of lews

30. Andersory Imagineil Communities.
31.. For some insigh
gories as religious traditi
Religions (in the Modem
287-31,9.

27. See Martin, "Paul and the Judaism/Hellenism Dichotomy.,,
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culture. Symcretism, howeve¡, with its implied negative value judgment of
inauthenticity, is hardly aneutral term; for this reasory contemporary scholars of Jews in antiquity have by and large abandoned it as a useful analytical category.33 From around the mid-twentieth century until today, it has
become more common to speak of the Greek, Hellenistic, Romary Babylonian, or Christian "influence" on the Jews. In his monumental ludaism
and Hellenism., Martin Hengel paradoxically demonstrated the deep "Hellenization" of "fewish" culture in Palestine, and thus the diffiorlty of using
"Hellenistic Judaism" and "Palestinian Judaism" as apposite categories,
while at the same time implicitly justifying the analytical usefulness of the

terms "fudaism" and "Hellenism."il "Influence," as a descriptor of similarities, is hardly better; its flaccidness and imprecision as an explanatory
term have long been recognized.3s
Thus, I think that it is critical to disentangle the concepts "Judaism,'
and 'Jewish culture" from "the Jews." Scholars can and should use the category "Judaism" to denote the worldview and rituals of a particular group
of |ews, but it is always important to remember that 'Judaism" as we use
the term is a heuristic construct, a category created and used by modern
sdrolars for specific reasons.36 Getting beyond the confusion that it has created in historiography of the Jews of antiquity requires shifting attention

tury, the boundaries between "Judaism,, and ,,Christianity', at times may
have remained porous.a2

to the agents themselves, the Jews.

De-essentialize the )ews
"How do you know a Jew in antiquity when you see one?" Shaye Cohen
asks in the subtitle of an essay.37 The answer, of course, is that you don,t-

33. on the history of "syncretism" as an analytical category in the study of religion and
anthropology, see Rosalind shaw and charles stewart, "lntroduction: problematizing syncretism," in SyncretismlAnti-Symcretísm: The Polítics of Religious Symthesis (ed. Charles Stewart
and Rosalind shaw; London: Routledge, L994), r-a6. cf. David chidchester, "colonialism,,,
in Guide to the Study of Reliþn (ed. Willi Braun and Russell T. McCutcheon; London: Cassell,
2000), 42j-37, esp. 435-36.
34. Martin Hengef ludaism and Hellenism (trans. John Bowden; Minneapolis: Fortress,
1974);ídem, Judaism and Hellenism Revisited," in Collins anð,Sterlir:rg,Hellertism in thel-and
of lsrøel, Ç37.
35. Edouard Will, "'Influence': note sur un pseudeconcept ,, in Helleníca et ludaica; hom_
mage à valentin Nikiprowetzky (ed. André caquot, Mireille Hadas-Lebel, and
Jean Riaud; Leuven: Peeters, 7986), 499-505.
36' I tlÌink that this basic conceptual confusion undermines Schwa¡tz, Imperialism and
lewßh Socíety; see his discussion on pp. 8-L2.
37. Shaye J. D. Coheg "'Those 'Who Say They are Jews and Are Nof : How Do you Know
a Jew in Antiquity when You see one?" in Diasporas ín Antiquity (ed. shaye
J. D. cohen and
Emest S. Frerichs; BJS 288; Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1993), 1-45.

38' Much of the extant Jewish literature in Greek is preocorpied with assertions
of ethnic distinctiveness, and even superiority. see John coilins, Between Athens
J.
ønit
lerusalem:

laoísh Identíty ín the Hellenistic Diaspora (2nd ed.; Bit
mang 2000). It is important not to forget that
J
Daniel R. Schwartz, "Antisemitism and other -

nízing the other: Antisanítism, Racísm, and xenophobia (ed. Robert s. wistrich;
Amsterdam:
Harwood, 1999),7T87; Martin Goodmary "Nerva, the Fiscas
ludøicus,and Jewish Identity,,,
IRS 79 (798\: a0-44; Amnon Linder, ed., Thz laos in Roman rmpeial Legisratron (Detroit wayne
State University Press, 1987).
39. see Ross K¡aemer,
th9 Mearring of the Term ,Jew, in Greco-Roman Inscriptions,,,
."_on
HTR 82 (1989): 35-53; Jan w.
van Flenten ãd eli." Bij de vaate, ,,Jewish
J.

or Non-Jewish?

someRemarksontheldentificationofJewishkucriptions'fromAsiaMinor,,'Bos3(1996):76_
28.

40. Sdrwartz, Imperialism anil lewísh Society,729_l.I.
41. see Yaron z- Eriav "The Matrix of Ancient
Judaism: A Review Essay of seth
sdrwartz's Imp erialism and lewísh society 200 BCE to 640 c8,,, proofexts 24 (2004):

42' Daniel BoyanL Border Lines: The Partítion of
luilaeo-Chrístinniry
phia: University of Pennsylvania press, 2004).

,

716-.2g.

piiinations; philadel-
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manifestation of this nationalism, Zionism too refurned to the biblical
notion of "Israel" as a unique natiory set apart with its own essence.ß
The assumption that there is a unique and identifiable people, Israel,
with its own culture and history
-toledot am yisrael-unde¡lies nearly all
Israeli historiography on Jews in antiquity (and beyond). Gedalyah Alon's
lectures and study have had a decisive influence on later Israeli historiography, and its assumptions are thoroughly Ziot:'jLst. the "Jews in their Land,,
strove for political and institutional autonomy.e The Jews, in this view, are
a given; it is the historian's job to discover how they have expressed their
national spirit through the ages.as
Any historiography that either explicitly or implicitly ascribes an
"essence" or "spitit" to a people is not tenable in today's academy.6 There
were fews in antiquity. Ancient ]ews asserted their distinctivenes+ in literary and epigraphic forms. The drallenge for modem historians is to avoid
imposing a static and essentialist definition of what it meant to be a Jew
back onto identity formations that frequently were perspectival and in flux.
Minimally, the scholar needs to state
such concepts as 'Jews" or Jewish"
of these ancient strategies of |ewish
porated into nearly all historical studies.
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They shared their "deep structures" of meaning.* Given the significant
and growing indications that Jews shared mnch *ith the larger cultures

in which they lived, these similarities cease to require expla-nation. The
,ltlg tr{ leeds explaining is difference: How and why are a given group
of Jews different from those around them? How and why diõthey creatè
their own distinctive ethnic identity?

The Greeks and Romansbothrec
as an organizing
category of identity. Greek e
Herodotus anã
flourishes in the Hellenistic p
tians also developed ethnographies.s'In additioru both Greek and Roman legal systems
allowed ethnic groups to create corporate, legal identities.sr Alleast some
Jews-in Egypt and Cyrene_(modem-day Libl{, like other contemporary
ethnic communities, had their own semi-autonomous civic institutions,
politeumata.s2

I

u-

suggesting that when these Greek-speaking Jews created their dis-

tinctive
"imagined communities" from tñeir cultural and traditional
ifications of Daniel R. schwartz, "How at Home were the
Jews of the Hellenistic Diaspora?,,
CP 95 (2000): 349-s7.

Assume Similarity, Explain Difference

50. on christian ethnography, see Guy G. stroumsa, "philosophy of the
Barbarians: on
Early crristian Ethnological Representations," in schäfer, Geschicúte-Traditíon_Reflexion,
3:339J8.
¡t4. See Sdrwartz, "Historiography on the Jews,', gJ-gZ; yeshayahu Gafni, ,,On Gedali_
ahu AIon and His Role in the study of Rabbinic Historiogr aphy,"
lewish stuities 4l (2Cfi2):2583 (Heb.).
45. This assumption is not Iimiúed to Zionist historians. It underlies, for example,
Judah
Goldin, ed., The lewish Expression (New Haven: yale University press, 1976).
t16. Everr Jacob Neusner sometimes comes close to essentializing the people of Israel. See
Jacob Neusner, "Stable Symbols in a Shifting Society: The Delusion of the Monolithic Gentile
in Documents of Late Fourth-century Judaism ," in "To see ourselzses as others see Lrs,,: Christians, lews, "others" in Late Antiquity (ed. Jacob Neusner and Emest s. Frerichs; scholars press
Studies in the Humanities; Chico, CA: Scholars press, 19g5), g7J-96.
47. See Cohen, "'Those Who Say They are Jews and Are Not.,,, See the important qual_
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resources, they were, ironically, engaged in a more widespread process
of
identity formation. Groups, ethnic anã otherwise, in the Greek
Ro¡nurr

"rd

In this plaru theru the role of the historian is to recover within local

[r Rome, for example, six Jewish catacombs that together contain about
six hundred burial inscriptions from late antiquity havä been discovered.s

of
a
taphs.
All
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atirç and in form and language
contemporary non-Jewirf,

they

the Jewiih

"õtalso have

"uíu.o*b,
etched on them some distinctive Jewish symbol, such
as a menorah.se A
few even have a Hebrew phrase at the end, typically "shalom.,,6o One
inscription reads in Greek: "Here lies sabbatius, twi"e archon. He lived 35
years. In peace his sleep." Following this is a Hebrew phrase (bu or)Hur
Sxrrz'), yit
of a shofar, meioraþ and lulav.6r T'he phrase-misspelled in the"!+Igs
Hebrew by someone who clearly had in mindã Greek phonetic system-together with its symbols cléarly serve as a marker of
ethnicity. Even in the most "Jewishly" marked of
gru.r"yards, at Beit
"ll
sheãrim, some of the convenuonál Greek inscriptóns
ãontain short
Hebrew phrases as ethnic markers.62
Iconic artifacts demonstrate another strategy of identity formation.
The
content of the third-century c.E. synagogue mósaics in the syrian bord.er
t9w1
Dura Europos are distinctively Jãwish; the scenes are drawn from
9f
the-Bible.æ The style is clearly drawn from the surrounding
culture. Gene3.llr i1 antiquity the similarities between Jewish and noi-¡ewish material artifacts can be so strong that it is sometimes impossible to recover
yhelhg th-ey were produced by Jews or Christian+ u, *h"n, for example,
theobject draws either linguistically or iconographicaily from the
Hebrew
Bible.e
Even Jewish understandings of the Torah offer yet another
kind of
example of the ways in which Jews filtered their traditions through
their
problematic title!). The inscrþtions have recentry been republished
by David Noy, leu:ísh
Inscriptions ofwestern Europe, vor.2" The ctty ofRozá
lcamu.iàge: cambriáge ùniversity nress,
t995).

ClI, nos.
?9.
identity, see Rad¡el Hactrlili

S.", e.g.,

53. see Ramsay MacMulle4 "The unromanized in Rome,,' in Cohen
and Frerich+ Drøspor as ín Antiq uity, 47 -64.
54. Martin Goodman, 'Jews, Greeks, and Rom ans," in
laos in a Graeco-Roman world. (ed,.
Martin Goodman; Oxford: Clarendor¡ 199g),
55. See Michael L. Satlow,
in Antiquity (princeton, NJ: princeton Uni_
versity Press,2001); idem,
ent: Jews, christians, and Marriage,,, in
Ieuísh Culture and Socíety uniler
Empire (ed.. Rictrard Kalmin and Seth
Sdrwartz; Leuven: ITS Press and peeters, 2003 , 65_g9.
see Hayim Lap in, Early Rabbinic CíoiI r-aw and the social History
of Roman GøIiIee (BJS
^_
307; Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1995).
57. see cohen, "'Those l^y'ho say They Are fews and Are Not.,,, cohen
essentiaily arg'es
that Jewish identity was voluntary and based on association and
observance.
58. The classic, and still useful, discussion is by Harry Leon, The
J.
la os of Ancient Rome
adon Sociery of Amerié teæ¡.-Cf. t eona.a'V. nige.s, The
leus
in
ce of Curtural Interaction in the Roman Diaspora
çn"f;gio.r, i., tt
en: Brilf 1995), who corrects Leon,s dating
6fìh.""gt note the"

lao
';slipping
the

1.

(Phil
I'a
Grae

and Significance (Leiden:

a s),¡nbol of Jewish
abrum: Origin, Form,

Bri

a'. idenuty marker to that of the cross for contemporary
60. 8.9., CIl, nos. 3t9,249.

christians.

comPares its use as

61. CIl,no.39Z.
62- see, e.g. Moshe Schwabe and Baruch Lifshitz, The Greek Inscriptíons,
vor.2 of Beth
-,
She'arim:
Report on the Excaoatíons During
sity Presg 197T76), nos. 178, 203. Cf. de
Ancient Pal
andJewish
(ed. Eric M.
63. For an overview, see E¡win R. Goodenough,
laøish symbots in the Greco-Roman period.
(ed. Jacob Neusner; Princetorv NJ: princeton

&.

from Asi
W. van d
21; Leiden:

Bnll,

199 4),

7C-t2B.
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local cultural contexts to construct identity. Both philo and
Josephus seem
to understand "Torah" as a Jewish
analogous in åll ways to
"o.,rtitotio.,
other co¡rtemporary constifu tions, only
better.6 Martin"Goodman hasiuggested that many Jews inrntiquity saw the physical object
of the Torah as
a sort of pagan idol.6 At least some rabbis, i târr"
had a very dif"tg.r"d,
ferent understanding of Toraþ seeing it not as a national
or ethnic constitution but as a source of wisdom anarogous to non-Jewish philosophicar
classics, whose studymirrored the philosophical spiritual
so common throughout late antiquity.6z
"*"r.ir",
These brief linguistic, iconig and conceptual examples illustrate
the
same process: Jews living fully within their local cultures while
marking
themselves as distinct according to the rules, or "habitus,,,
of those rocar
cultur-es.6 Many Jews in antiquity appear to have had the
cÍroice of whether
to publicly i{e¡tify themselves usJèws. \4/hat, for example,
oitfr" many
thousands of dead Roman Jews who were not buried ir, tr,"
locar Jewish
catacombs? Do hundreds of other
Jewish catacombs lurk underground,
waiting to be discovered, or did Jews crroose to be buried .mo.g.,or,-¡e*sz

such questions take on meaning only within a framework
that abandons
a focus on systems and the influencgbetween them.

my emphasis thus far on focusing on
Jews rather than Judaism,
oy approach cun op"n up productirr" *"y, of discussing the practices, beliefs, and worldviåws oi the
Jews in antíquity. In
his monumental lewish symbots in the Greco-Romanworld,
Erwin Goodehighlighted the variery of Jewish religr-ou9
ir.anuquity.
1o"g.h

_ . ?".rqir:
I do think that shifting

Goodenough posited two

""p."rrio.,

primary types ofþdaiså"" orr" rã¡ù.,i" urr¿
the other mystical and slmcretisuó.
¡ãcou Neusner extended this insight to
65. See Reirùrard Weber, Døs "Gæetz,'beiphilonzton
díen zum Verständnis und zur Funktion iler Thora
bei den

ludmtums (Arbeiten zur Religion und Gesctrichte des Ur
Peter Lang 2ffi1), 6S-174, 236-77.
Martin Goodman, ,,Sacred Scriphrre and the ,Defiling

,r_rff..

of the Hands,,,,/IS

4l

(1990):

67. Midrael L. satlow, "And on the Earth you shall sreep,:
Talmud rorah and Rabbinic
Asceticism," /R 83 (2003): n4-2í
. .6-8' The concept, of course, is pierre B rurdieu's. He defines habitus as,,systems of
durable, transposable dispositíons,skuctured structures
predisposed to function as structur_
ing structures, that is, as
sentations whidr can be
product of obedience to

Ridra¡d Nice; Cambridge Shrdies in Social A

sity Press, 1977),ZZ (ongþal emphasis).
2 Ma.ccabeer" Pylic1 Today t9 (1998): t9_40; Etiav, ,,Viewing
esp. 433: "The_rabbis'ruling on Roman statuary
. . . reflects the
gJgip . . . that forged its own way of life oút of a profound
ity
in which it was living, defining its own uniquer,"r" *ithin
thi

|ustify Data Selection
one of the reasons that scholars of the Jews of antiquity have been slow
to
.1dopt historiographical models like this with their focus on the ,,thick
description" of local Jewish communities is evidentiary.z Cultural
history
in the sense that it is practiced by modem historians, is out of the
reach of
all historians of antiquity. only two Jewish societies in antiquity-the
rabbis and the authors of the Dead sea scrolrs-left anything äpproachi.,g
u
gigruficalt body of evidence, and the extant evidence is Ëeqrientry prðulematic. otherwise, we know of jewish communities for which
we have
very little direct evidence, and we have evidence that we cannot
place
within a particular community. For example, the synagogu" ur,ã fr"r.o",
f¡ompu¡a Europos are fascinating in their own right, but cannot be
put
lnto the larger context of Jewish ure in Dura-therã is no other evidence
from this communit¡r.æ The complex third- and fourth-cenbury
Jewish
69' "[T]here were many Judaisms," Neusner succinctly states in his
foreword to Goodenougþ, lewish Symbols, xxvä.

Nei¡ ors: some Contours of Early Judaism,,, in
ludaun (ed. Jacob Neusier; vor.2; chico, cA: sdrorars Éress, 1980), 1_

71' ]onathan Z. smitt¡ 'T:"_."t and
Approaches to Ancient

25.

72. For a good survey of recent develo
of evidence, see Isaiah Gafni, ,A Generation
Achievemmt and Recognition,', Cøúlr
73. For abrief review of theJew
Diaspora CE 70-CE
fgftenisti¡;n9man
Hístory of ludøism, vo1.3,
and John Sturdy; Cambridge:

The

235:

inThe Cambridge

i[iam D. Davies,
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graveyard in Beit she'arim presents a similar challenge: against what other
evidence should we interpret it?74 Astash of papyn in tlh"
¡.rd"ur, desert

throws a fascinating light on the legal affairs-or á r"*
¡ewisrr families in
the second century c.s., but we knowneither how representative these
fam-

ilies were nor anything about other aspects of their lives.zs on the other
hand, much other evidence floats without a context. A significant corpus of
Jewish literature written in Greek survives, but it is laigely of unknown
date and provenance.T6
Clearly, any attempt at cultural history of the Jews in antiquity requires
an unholy combining of evidence. combinations of differentþes of datu
of the
!91 antiquity are in no way obvious or natural. Although

different perspectives and provenances of Jewish literiture"*ur"
written in
Greeþ for example, Erich Gruen nevertheless combines these texts into a
,,Diaspor
a', Jewry.n Ze,ev Weiss and
1lngle argument about the state of
Ehud Netzer have interpreted the iconography of á ryr,.gog.re mosaic
from-seppho_ris ag¿inst other literatur" thut ãt"ârty *"å .,oi p"roduced
in
sepphoris.Ts \4rhether or not these specific scholarly interpretations
are
compelling they point to the need to articulate rr,oré fully fhe model that
allows for such combinations of evidence. It is not at all óbvious how the
evidence from one Jewish community can or should be used with
evidence
from anotherJewish community in antiquity.Te
In fact the historiographical shift thãt I ñave noted above implies
that
scholars should focus less on comparing evidence from differeåt
¡ewish
communities and more on using local non-Jewish evidence to create
the
primary context. of course scholars have always used pagan and Chris-

I in Beth She,arim:

Ardreological Finds and

fi;"*,I,ïJ"ï;,ilîîJ:::;[ä:1åîî

Patríarch ønd Hís Egyptían lMfe, Reconsidered (New
5.

york dford Univerriiy p.""+'f
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tian evidence in their histories of the Jews of antiquity, often
with great
effectiveness. Frequently, however, this eviden."
þroíia"" a secondary
ws were more a part of their larger
trans-Mediterranean Jewish orlhrre,
t locally. To interpret the mosaics of
imarily at the city and its immediate
bbis. I¡Vhen scholars do move further
afield-which they frequently shoul I do-they a¡e nevertheless obligated
to justify this move explicitly. wha! in particular, justifies
the elucidation
of a particula¡ material artifact with a pärücular text?

For many scholars of ancientJews and
Judaism, "curfure,, is a noun rather
,,rabbinic

than a verb. 'Jewish culfure,,,
culture,,, and ,,Greco_Roman cul_
tate," Íor example, a1e frgguently understood as transparent
categories
needing little explicit justifiðation. No matter how precå the
cultural cat_
egory (e.g., Palestinian amoraic culture) o..,,rur."à the
description of the
interaction between the cultures, th
static category is severely
that Jewish ideas "expres
he seems to assume that o

fure, however subtle and
culfu¡es.
I have^argued here that as an
as a verb.so

It is

a

ture,, works better
et of negotiations'

Throughout an
untary with Jews
deeply embedd
sciously identified asJews and marke
unpredictable ways as Jews. To descr
to unpack the ways in which the r
their deep structures of meaning, whi
ucts of the broader material, intellec
which they lived. The goals of this essay have been both
to a¡ticurate the
assumptions that might underlie such an approach
to ,,culture,, and to
argue for its potential utility reframing the stuãy
of the Jews of antiquity.
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